. In particular, it follows that (1.1) is always true in the Hilbertian case p = 2.
As far as the case p 6 = 2 is concerned, it follows from results of Seeger 19 ] that (1.1) is true for all 1 < p < 1, s > 0 if satis es the ("; ) condition of Jones 11] . The class of such is strictly larger than the class of domains with Lipschitz boundary, for which (1.1) was obtained earlier by Strichartz 22] .
Our approach to the problem (which leads to more general results) is based on the method of local polynomial approximation going back to Brudnyi (e.g. 3] ) and developed further by several other authors 20], 13], 12], 5]. The idea is to nd for a given f 2 H s p ] and every dyadic cube Q intersecting a polynomial P approximating f \near" Q in a certain sense. Having a family of such polynomials, it is not di cult to construct an extension of f, as we show in Section 3. Thus, the problem essentially reduces to nding the polynomials. We propose to construct them by means of integration of f and its derivatives over some measures supported in Q \ . For this method to work, it should be possible to choose being su ciently regular, which relates directly to how massive Q \ is. We formulate the massiveness requirement in terms of Hausdor contents. where the in mum is taken over all countable coverings of E by balls B(x j ; r j ) with arbitrary centers x j and radii r j .
We say that an open set is d-thick, if there is an " > 0 such that for all x 2 and 0 < r 1
Note that every is 0-thick, and that the condition of n-thickness is equivalent to jB(x; r) \ j "r n :
In particular, every ("; ) domain alluded to above, or every domain satisfying the cone condition is n-thick. It is also easily seen that every connected is 1-thick.
In Section 4 we develop methods of constructing local polynomial approximations for functions de ned in d-thick open sets. We propose two di erent methods. The rst one works for all d and uses all derivatives up to order m of a given function f in order to construct a polynomial of degree m approximating f. The second method uses only values of f itself, but it is applicable only for d > n ? 1. The reason is that the set of zeroes of a generic polynomial has Hausdor dimension n ? 1. By using the results of Sections 3 and 4, in Section 5 we prove the following theorem, which is essentially the main result of the paper. It is well known that this de nition is independent of the choice of , and that di erent choices lead to equivalent quasi-norms. We will also need a stronger variant of this assertion involving Peetre's maximal functions. For xed ; 2 S, > 0, and any f 2 S 0 , x 2 R n these are given by f(x) = sup in the sense that if the right-hand side of (2.5a) or (2.5b) is nite, then the series in the left-hand side converges in S 0 , and the estimate is true. The constant C depends only on s; p; q; n. 3. A general extension theorem The purpose of this section is to show how to construct an extension of a function f given in , provided that we know its local polynomial approximations on dyadic cubes intersecting . Thus, let be a subset of R n (in this section we do not assume it open). Denote ? j = fk 2 Z n : 5Q j;k \ 6 = ;g; j 2 N 0 ; ? = f(j; k) : j 2 N 0 ; k 2 ? j g: We introduce the local polynomial space P m ( ), m 2 N 0 . Its elements are families of polynomials P, P = fP j;k : (j; k) 2 ?g; P j;k 2 m polynomials of degree m:
Thus every cube Q j;k with k 2 ? j is assigned a polynomial P j;k . In applications (Section 5) these polynomials will approximate a function f given in . In this section function f does not appear explicitly, but still it is useful to think about P j;k as approximants in order to understand what happens. P m ( ) is a linear space with natural operations of scalar multiplication and sum (just add polynomials corresponding to the same cubes Q j;k ). We are going to introduce suitable quasi-norms on P m ( ). Set (u; k) = max i=1;::: ;n ju i ? k i j. De ne for every P 2 P m ( ) numbers a j;k = a j;k (P), (j; k) 2 ?, by a 0;k = kP 0;k k Q 0;k ; k 2 ? 0 ; a j;k = kP j;k ? P j?1;k 0 k Q j;k + X u2?j (u;k)=1 kP j;k ? P j;u k Q j;k ; k 2 ? j ; j 1;
where k 0 2 Z n is (uniquely) determined by the condition Q j?1;k 0 Q j;k (note that k 0 2 ? j?1 ). Further put A j (P)(x) = X k2?j a j;k j;k (x); j 2 N 0 ; x 2 R n :
Then the quasi-norms we have in mind are given by kPk Pm( ;B s pq ) = kf2 js A j (P)g 1 0 k`q (Lp) ; kPk Pm( ;F s pq ) = kf2 js A j (P)g 1 0 k Lp(`q) :
Let P m ( ; B s pq ) and P m ( ; F s pq ) be the linear subspaces of P m ( ) consisting of all P for which the introduced quasi-norms are nite. These subspaces are quasi-Banach spaces with those quasi-norms.
We now construct what we call an extension operator for these local polynomial spaces. Let e ? j = fk 2 Z n : 3Q j;k \ 6 = ;g ? j ; j 2 N 0 : Take an 2 C 1 (Q 0;0 ) with integral 1 and de ne a smooth partition of unity j;k = j j;k , so that supp j;k 3Q j;k ; (to see the latter property, notice that if u 2 e ? j+1 , 3Q j+1;u \ Q j;k 6 = ;, then 3Q j+1;u 3Q j;k and, consequently, k 2 e ? j ).
Let a P of the form (3.1) be given. Put for x 2 R n E j (P)(x) = X k2?j P j;k (x) j;k (x); j 2 N 0 ; F 0 (P)(x) = E 0 (P)(x); F j (P)(x) = ! j (x) E j (P)(x) ? E j?1 (P)(x) ; j 2 N:
Further, let E(P) = 1 X j=0 F j (P) 2 S 0 ; (3.7) provided that the series converges in S 0 . It is clear that E is a linear operator on the set D(E) of all P for which the convergence in (3.7) occurs. F j (P)j = E l (P)j ;
and it is easily seen from the de nition of E l (P) that there are great chances for the convergence of E l (P) to f, say, in L 1 ( ; loc), provided that P j;k approximate f su ciently well. After having veri ed this convergence, we may assert that E(P) is an extension of f. This explains the importance of the theorem. While proving main results of the paper in Section 5, we will essentially follow the plan we just described.
Proof. For a P 2 P m ( ) and F j = F j (P) put As soon as we prove this, the theorem will follow from Lemma 2.2.
Recall the n-dimensional Markov inequality: for every xed m 2 N 0 there is a constant C such that kD Pk Q C`(Q) ?j j kPk Q ; j j m; (we used the obvious estimate kD ! j k L1 C2 jj j , j j S, and set E j = E j (P)). By applying (3.10) and Leibniz's rule to each term in the right-hand side of (3.14), we easily obtain max j j S 2 ?jj j jD (E j (x) ? E j?1 (x))j C(a j;k + a j?1;k 0 ):
Hence, in view of (3.12) and (3. The Q and will be xed in the rest of the section. We will construct polynomials approximating a given in Q \ function f via integration over .
Case d > n ? 1. For any continuous function g on R n denote by Z(g) the set of its zeroes. We start by proving two lemmas about such sets corresponding to polynomials. The rst one says essentially that Z(P) has Hausdor dimension n ? 1 for any nontrivial P. Lemma 4.1. Let P 2 m be a nontrivial polynomial in n variables, and let Z = Z(P) \ Q. Cover Q with a mesh of closed cubes with disjoint interiors and sidelength , 0 < 1. Then the number of cubes of this mesh intersecting Z is C(m; n) 1?n .
Proof. This is an intuitively clear fact, so we are brief. The assertion is trivial for all n if m = 0, and also for all m if n = 1. Acting by induction, it su ces to prove the assertion for given m and n in the assumption that it is already proved for the degree m in dimension n ? 1, and for the degree m ? 1 in dimension n. Let The next lemma gives an upper estimates of the Hausdor content of the set on which a given polynomial is small. Properties. We will now establish a series of estimates for L and e L, which will be extensively used in Section 5. For r < 1 we rst apply a Nikol 0 ski -type inequality (see Triebel 23 ], 1.3.2), which says that whenever u 2 S has the Fourier transform supported in fj j 2 l g, one has kuk L1 C(n; r)2 ln( 1 r ?1) kuk Lr ; r < 1:
In our case u(x) = f(x) l (g )(x), and supp b u fj j 3 2 l g. Hence, we may apply (4.11) to conclude that the right-hand side of (4.10) is Jonsson 12] in his study of restrictions of function spaces on closed sets preserving Markov's inequality. Also, the projections given by (4.5) have been applied by Hedberg while proving Poincar e type inequalities depending on capacities (see Adams It should be mentioned that in the case d = n, p 1, A s pq = B s pq the existence of a linear extension operator was established earlier by Shvartsman 20] . Proof. We follow the plan outlined in Remark 3.1. We will de ne a linear operator : A s pq ] ! P m ( ; A s pq ) (5.2) and will prove that it is bounded. Then, we will put ext = E :
By Theorem 3.1 we will conclude that ext : A s pq ] ! A s pq boundedly, and it will only remain to prove that re ext = id.
Step 1. We consider the case d n ? 1; minor changes in the argument necessary for d > n ? 1 will be indicated at the end of the proof. We retain all the notation from Section 3. To de ne the operator , we should for each (j; k) 2 ? de ne a linear map f 7 ! P j;k (f): We have 5Q j;k \ 6 = ;. Consider a cube Q j;k of side length 2 ?j centered somewhere in this nonempty intersection. By the assumption of d-thickness,
hence, in view of the obvious homogeneity of the Hausdor content, H d (2 j Q j;k \ 2 j ) " > 0:
We now apply the theory of Section 4 to Q = 2 j Q j;k . We consider the projection e L e L j;k : C m (2 j Q j;k \ 2 j ) ! m :
This projection depends on j; k, but it satis es the estimates of Lemma 4.3 and 4.5 with constants independent of j; k. We take m = s] .
Let a function f 2 C m ( ) be given. Then f(2 ?j ) 2 C m (2 j Q j;k \2 j ). We put
f(2 ?j ) (2 j ):
In other words, we rst dilate, then apply the projection, and nally shrink back.
The formula (5.4) de nes the operator originally on C m ( ). However, we claim that in fact can be extended (by continuity, or by understanding the integration with measure in (4.5) shows a little bit more. Namely, we can change m + n?d in the right-hand side of (5.5) to a slightly greater number so that the embedding will remain valid.
Step 2. . Therefore for all (j; k) 2 ?
and, consequently (see (3.2)),
Let j 2 N (for j = 0 the argument would di er slightly because of the di erent de nition of a 0;k in (3.2)). In view of (5. So far 0 < r < 1 was not xed, and all constants in the estimates depended on r. We estimates will be true with L p (`q) replaced with`q(L p ). In this case the simple scalar-valued maximal theorem will su ce, and we will be able to take u = p.
Thus, the claimed boundedness of is completely proved.
Step 3. We now de ne the operator ext by (5.3). Then (i) both E and are linear; (ii) in the previous step we proved ( for any locally integrable f, this will give the desired result.
We take another look at the argument of Step 2. We are about to estimate the distance between P j;k (f) and j f. The estimate (5.12) informs us about the distance between P j;k ( j f) and j f, and (5.14) says that the P j;k (' l f) are not too large. Actually, if we express the right-hand sides of (5.12) and (5.14) via f j , then we arrive analogously to (5.17) at kE j ( f) ? j fk L1(Q) C 
